
STEP 1: Attach turnbuckle to ONLY ONE END of each cable  

Turnbuckle 

Thimble 

Cable Clamps 

Cable 

Wrap cable around thimble 

First clamp snug up 

against thimble 

“Saddle” and nut 
should be opposite of 

loose end of cable 

Loose end 

Twist each end 

to “open up” 
the turnbuckle 

STEP 2: Drill holes and attach cable eyelets exactly where designated on 

your specific system diagram (typically 4 eyelets per canopy, 1 per corner) 

STEP 3: Thread cable through one eyelet where the canopies will retract 

back to (on house project– typically side against the house) 

These are basic instructions for a typical installation.  Each canopy system 

is unique, and upon ordering you will be provided more detailed 

installation instructions for YOUR specific order to ensure best results  



STEP 4: Unravel canopy so all canopy-eyelets are facing up.  Thread cable 

through each canopy-eyelet on one side, starting with lock-back bar.  

All canopy-eyelets 

facing straight up. 

Make sure not to 

miss any eyelets 

while threading 

Start threading 

cable through on 

lock-back bar first.  

Lock-back bar will 

have double-

eyelets.  ONLY 

thread through top 

eyelet.  ONLY 

thread one side of 

the canopy.   

STEP 5: Thread cable through next two eyelets on extend side 

STEP 6: Thread cable through canopy-eyelets on other side of canopy.  

Remember to not miss any eyelets while threading.  



STEP 7: Thread cable through last of the 4-corner mounting eyelet and 

attach to turnbuckle– secure the cable to turnbuckle the same as in STEP 

1.  This part takes 2 people typically. Have first person (using ladder) raise 

the gathered canopies in arms to cable elevation – this eliminates any lag 

in the cable before attaching to turnbuckle– the second person will be 

attaching and tightening turnbuckle. Use vise grip to hold cables  during 

final turnbuckle assembly and taking up the cable-slack.. 

Make sure cable 

is relatively tight 

before attaching 

to turnbuckle 

Raise up canopies to 

reduce sag in the 

cable before 

attaching to 

turnbuckle 

STEP 8: Turn both sides of turnbuckle to tighten the cable.  DO NOT over-

tighten, there should be a slight sag in the cable to allow buoyancy in the 

wind.  Wrap loose ends of cable with provided tape and attach the 

decorative coil covers.which hid the stub end of the cut cables.  



STEP 9: Extend shades.  Hook the lock-back bar to the cable on retracted 

end using the provided carabiners.  Hook the nose-hook to the cable on 

the extended side.  Ensure the canopy slides easily along the cables.  

Use carabiners to 

attach to back cable 

on retracted side 

Attach nose-hook 

to cable on 

extended side 

*Repeat STEPS 1-9 for all other canopies 

STEP 10: Retract all canopies back.  Attach lock-back COATED cable just 3 

inches in front of the retracted canopies, and about 1/2 inch above all 

other cables (to ensure the canopy will extend under the lock-back cable 

without hitting it).  


